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One of the pervasive aspects of our daily lives is the bombard-
ment of our senses with advertising . Almost everything we
mae. contains some advertising, including newspapers, maga-
zines,journals VAC)) and especially our mail . When we drive
a car, the billboards and signs beckon us to spend our money.
Radio and television continue their onslaught, and we now
have cable channels that continuously offer items for purchase .
Advertising, in fact, is one of the major driving forces in a free
market economy. Catchy songs or ads sometimes stick with us
for weeks (Tom Bodett and Motel 6 is a notable example for
me) .
It is no wonder then that advertising has undergone some
dramatic changes in the field of medicine . Although pharma-
ceutical companies have always advertised in journals, they
have recently taken a bold new step and advertised directly
to the public. The public now knows about medicines to
help baldness, cure ulcers, treat blood pressure and shrink
the prostate, among other things . There is usually an added
phrase at the end something like, "ask your Doctor ." I
presume from the increase in this activity that market
research or direct results have shown that this approach is
cost-effective. Although the pharmaceutical industry has not
asked my opinion about the above, I'll state it . I hope that in
a time of reduced budgets, the pharmaceutical industry will
continue to support high quality educational programs, high
quality journals and innovative research
. Their partnership
support in these areas is a cornerstone of continuing medical
education and research . To me, this support seems far more
appropriate than using those funds to advertise directly to
the patient
.
I believe that the public is more health conscious today
.
They frequently ask about a report from the New England
journal of Medicine, which they just read about in the
New
York Times, or a medical report on Public Broadcasting
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Service (PBS) or the evening news. When a garbled version
of one of our own studies appeared in the National Enquirer,
we were besieged for weeks by calls and letters from around
the country .
What, then, is appropriate advertising by physicians or
hospitals? We all see an increasing number of advertise-
ments in all of the media for hospitals, medical plans and, in
some cases, physicians. These ads frequently present a
slick, glossy superficial story designed to influence the
public. Until the mid-1970s, advertising by physicians was
emphatically discouraged . However, federal and state anti-
trust laws and the Supreme Court have Identified "truthful
advertising" as a form of the First Amendment that guaran-
tees free speech . Medical associations that try to suppress
truthful advertising may be sued by the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC). For example, the FTC ordered the
American Medical Association (AMA) to refrain from dis-
couraging truthful advertising by physicians (1979), and this
was affirmed by the Supreme Court (1982).
For those of us who were well into our medical careers
during this time, there was an implication that physician
advertising was unethical or, at the very least, in bad taste.
Although the courts have declared it legal, some of this
former aura remains. Perhaps it is because we see the
quality or motivation of lawyers, dentists, chiropractors,
etc., who adverli'r freely . We have always had a greater
respect for our profession, which has made us reluctant to
enter the glitzy, unreal world of Madison Avenue
. As a
former member of the Ethics Committee of the American
College of Cardiology (ACC), I recall that we received a
couple of complaints from members who objected to the
advertising techniques of other members . In this context,
what is appropriate advertising in medicine? There are
four elements requisite for truthful advertising . These are
1) no false claims, 2) no implied false claims, 3) no omissions
of facts and 4) the ability to substantiate claims . I also
believe that such advertising should be
in "hood
taste."
Although the ACC can discipline members for misleading
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advertising, it must be careful not to cross the line into
antitrust violations .
Because this is such a new area in medicine, medical
organizations and the courts have had very little experience
with such cases . Particularly difficult is advertising that appeals
only to the emotions or is an anecdotal patient testimonial.
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Such ads illustrate the power of advertising, rather than the
quality of care or the qualifications or expertise of the physi-
cian. In this area of burgeoning advertising in the health care
field, l would hope that physicians would use restraint, both
before and after emeringthis arena, Hopefully this will help us
preserve the ethical dignity of use "beloved profession
."
